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Overview
A Versatrigger wireless trigger-to-MIDI solution consists of 3 components: one Versatrigger Hub
device, one or more Versatrigger Box devices and the Versatrigger Studio software application.
The Versatrigger Box (VT Box) is a trigger device which is to be mounted inside a drum shell. It
communicates wireless with the Versatrigger Hub (VT Hub) which in turn is connected to a
computer via USB. At the moment, one VT Hub can handle up to 25 VT Box devices.
Versatrigger Studio (VT Studio) drives the VT Hub and outputs appropriate MIDI messages to a
virtual MIDI port which can be used in 3rd party music/drum software.
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Versatrigger Box Installation
The VT Box is mounted on the inside of a drum shell using the provided metal “L” bracket.
Step 1
Take of the mesh head and
remove one of the screws
from one of the drum lugs.
Depending
on
the
construction of your drum
shell (i.e. the distance from
the drum edge to the lug
screw) you may have to
remove either the top or the
bottom screw.

Step 2
Position the metal “L” bracket
like shown in the picture and
put back the lug screw. Do not
tighten it yet because the
vertical position of bracket still
needs to be adjusted.

Step 3
Place the VT Box on the
bracket and tighten the hand
wheel. The VT Box should not
touch the drum shell.
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Step 4
This is the most important
step!
Adjust the height of the
bracket in such a way that the
top of the trigger cushion will
be about 0.5 - 1 mm higher
than the drum edge. To do
this you can make use of a
ruler or something flat placed
across the drum shell as
shown in the pictures on the
right.
Depending on the mesh type
and tension you may need to
experiment with the height to
achieve the best triggering
behavior.
Make sure the VT Box stays
horizontal (i.e. the trigger
cushion sits flat on the drum
head)
You may need to use the
provided metal standoff to
achieve the desired height.
May be the case for some
bass drum shells.
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Step 5
Tighten the lug screw holding
the “L” bracket.
If the screw is not accessible
(it's the case when the “L”
bracket had to be mounted
upside-down and the trigger is
blocking the access to the lug
screw ) take down the trigger
from the bracket, tighten the
screw and then put the trigger
back on.
The trigger is now installed.
You can now switch it on and
put back the mesh head.
The trigger may or may not be
supplied with the batteries
already installed.

In most cases the best
triggering performance is
obtained when the trigger is
located at 6 o'clock when
viewing the drum from the
top.
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Versatrigger Box Operation

The VT Box has one ON-OFF switch and one LED. When the switch is turned on, the LED should
turn on (while the VT Box scans for an active VT Hub). If the LED doesn't turn on then there are
either no batteries (or they're depleted) or there is something wrong with the VT Box.
After the scan operation is finished the LED turns back off.
If the scan was successful (i.e. the VT Box successfully connected to a VT Hub) the VT Box can be
configured through Versatrigger Studio. By default the LED should turn on for a short period of
time every time a trigger action is detected (i.e. the drum is hit). This behavior can be altered
through VT Studio.
If during the scan operation no active VT Hub was found the VT Box goes into standby mode. In
this mode the VT Box waits for a trigger action (i.e. a drum hit) to start a new scan operation.
It is not necessary to switch the VT Box off when not in use. It is safe to do so because the power
consumption in standby mode is very very low.
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Versatrigger Hub

The Versatrigger Hub (VT Hub) connects to a computer via the provided USB cable. The driver
should install automatically when the device is plugged in for the first time, both on Windows and
OS X.
The VT Hub has 2 LEDs, one blue on the left side and one orange on the right side. The table below
provides information on the status of the VT Hub in relation to the LEDs.
BLUE LED

ORANGE LED

VT Hub STATUS

OFF

OFF

There is no power coming through the USB port
or if there is then VT Hub is malfunctioning.

OFF

ON

There is power on the USB port but the device
has not been enumerated (yet). The driver is
either being installed/initiated (could take a few
minutes) or failed to install.

ON

OFF

The driver is installed and VT Hub is in standby,
waiting to be activated through VT Studio.

ON

ON

VT Hub is active.
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Versatrigger Studio

Versatrigger Studio (VT Studio) is the software application which manages the VT Hub (through
which the VT Box devices are configured) and outputs the appropriate MIDI notes to a virtual MIDI
port.
The status of the hub is shown in the upper right corner of the VT Studio application. There are 3
possible states: unplugged, standby and active. Using the power button at the top of the
application window the VT Hub status can be change from “Standby”
to “Active” and backwards from “Active” to “Standby”. The power button is unavailable if the Hub
Status is “Unplugged”.
Once in “Active” mode the VT Hub will accept new connections from the active surrounding VT Box
devices when these are triggered. If a VT Box is in standby a trigger action is required to get it into
scan mode (i.e. in search for a new connection with an active VT Hub). This is achieved by hitting
the drum head (underneath which the VT Box is installed) with a moderate to hard strike.
Once a VT Box is connected it will show up as rectangular element in the device list panel zone
right under the top bar of the application.
By clicking it all the information related to the device (VT Box) is shown in the control panels
bellow. Each one will be described separately.
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Device Status

In the device status section the flowing information is provided:
The unique ID, type (“T”), revision number (“R”), battery level, signal strength and a “SYNC”
indicator which is on if the device is synchronized with the settings shown in the control panels or
blinks if synchronization is needed.
The 4 remaining pieces of information relate to the last hit/trigger values processed by the device.
They are useful when calibrating the VT Box.
SQN – sequence number of the hit (goes in a loop from 0 to 255). Useful to check for double
triggering.
HSV – head sensor velocity – provides the raw striking force detected by the head sensor (goes
from 0 upwards)
RSV – rim sensor velocity - provides the raw striking force detected by the rim sensor (goes from 0
upwards)
VR – velocity ratio – HSV divided by RSV

Trigger Settings

Whenever one of the settings in this section is changed the SYNC indicator will start blinking which
means that the VT Box needs to be synchronized with the new setting(s). The VT Box acquires the
new setting(s) if it is triggered (i.e. the drum is hit) within 10 seconds of changing the setting(s) in
VT Studio. After 10 seconds if no trigger is detected the setting(s) will be not be saved and it's
previous value will be shown in VT Studio.
THRESHOLD – The lower the threshold the higher the sensitivity of the trigger. Depending on the
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setup of the drums a too low threshold (in conjunction with a high Head Gain) can cause serious
cross talk. A high threshold inhibits the trigger of detecting lighter hits.
HEAD GAIN – The gain of the head sensor, the sensor that picks up the hits on the head of the
drum. Depending on various factors such as mesh type and it's tension, drum shell thickness and
diameter, the gain should be lower or higher in order to achieve the desired dynamics and zone
detection accuracy. Usually the lower the gain the better the dynamics. A too low gain however
makes the trigger less sensitive to lighter hits.
RIM GAIN – The gain of the rim sensor, the sensor that picks up the vibrations from the rim/shell.
In general, the rim gain should be, unlike the head gain, rather high than low.
SCAN – The amount of time (in milliseconds) the signals coming from the sensors are to be
analyzed/processed after a hit is detected. For consistency and accuracy a minimum of 5ms for
smaller diameter drums and 10ms for larger drums is recommended.
COOLOFF – The amount of time (in milliseconds) after a hit is processed in which new trigger
actions (new hits) are inhibited. This setting is tied however to the FILTER setting.
RETRG MIN and RETRG MAX – Re-trigger inhibit amount. These settings are used to avoid false retriggers. A re-trigger is defined as a false trigger caused by a previous valid hit. They usually occur
in one or multiple instances short after a valid hit. The higher the values of RETRG MIN and RETRG
MAX the smaller the chance to get a re-trigger. However, using too large values may inhibit also
valid triggers (especially in drum rolls). These settings are also tied to the FILTER setting.
FILTER – This setting indicates the level of HSV at which the COOLOFF and RETRG MAX are to be
applied.
A FILTER value of 100% corresponds to an HSV value of 255.
For example: FILTER is set to 80% and the HSV of a drum hit has the value of 160. In this case no
COOLOFF is applied and the RETRG MIN is used. That is because 160 is lower than 204 (which is
the HSV value for a FILTER set to 80%).
Another example: FILTER set to 60% and the HSV of a drum hit is 280. In this case COOLOFF is
applied and RETRG MAX is used. That is because 280 is greater than 153 (which is the HSV value
for a FILTER set to 60%).
LOH – Led On Hit setting which, if selected, makes the LED on the VT Box turn on every time a
trigger is detected. The LED will not turn on if the LOH setting is disabled (unchecked). Disabling
the LED will prolong the battery life.
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Zone Control

VR-Z (Velocity Ratio – Zone) – A double slider control setting which decides, based on the VR value
of a hit which drum zone was triggered.
If the VR of a hit is equal or smaller than the VR-Z lower value then the rim zone is triggered.
If the VR of a hit is greater than the VR-Z lower value and equal or smaller than the VR-Z upper
value then the rimshot zone is triggered.
If the VR of a hit is greater than the VR-Z upper value then the head zone is triggered.
If VR-Z lower is 0 the rim zone is deactivated.
If VR-Z lower and upper values are equal the rimshot zone is deactivated.
DYNAMICS – The values of HEAD, RIM and RIMSHOT dynamics translate the HSV and RSV values
into MIDI velocities. Higher values mean higher dynamics.
MIDI NOTES can be assigned to each zone by clicking each of the MIDI note input box and dragging
the mouse up or down. Clicking the button next to the input boxes will send the appropriate MIDI
message to the output of the virtual MIDI driver.

MIDI Map

VT Studio allows the user to save 10 sets of MIDI notes for each VT Box. Also a device icon (visual
element) can be assigned to each set of MIDI notes.
The MIDI map with all the notes and the visual elements are saved on the computer unlike all the
other trigger settings which are saved on the VT Box itself.
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MIDI output
VT Studio creates a virtual MIDI output port which can be used as a MIDI input in 3 rd party
music/drum applications. The virtual MIDI output is available only as long as VT Studio is running.
It is therefore necessary to start first VT Studio and then the music/drum application, in this order,
otherwise it is possible that the Versatrigger virtual MIDI will not be seen by other applications.
For optimum drumming experience it is recommended to use a high performance, low latency
capable sound card. Decent results can be obtained however even with the on board sound cards
provided a low latency driver is used. This is by default on OS X while Windows operating systems
require ASIO drivers. A generic ASIO driver which works well with most sound cards can be
downloaded from www.asio4all.com.
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